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Polaroid snap touch manual

With a compact and elegant Polaroid Snap white camera, you will instantly get snapshots of important events in your life! With this 10 megapixel camera, it will create clear and detailed photos, and instantly become 2 by 3 inches of prints. Common Features Type Instant Printing Camera Diaphragm F 2.8
Viewfinder there Memory Card there Flash there Flash there Maximum Extract 1/3.2 Video Recording No Extra Power Movie Automatic Type Battery Li-ion Your Own Case Case Case White Case Kit Instant Camera Delivery Camera Instant Printing Kit, Battery, Documentation Warranty and Certification
Country Manufacturing Warranty USA 12 months. Have you bought this product from us? Share your experience of using the product and get 1000 bonuses in your account: 500 for text and 500 for photos. Reviews with photos we check without queue and as soon as possible. The detailed rules of the link
to write a recovery are available to you in personal office information about the product is background and is not a public offering. The characteristics, delivery kit and appearance may differ from those mentioned or be changed by the manufacturer without notice. Check the information on the
manufacturer's official website before buying. If you notice an error or inaccuracy in your product description, highlight some of the error text and click Report Error. If you notice an error or inaccuracy in the product description, highlight part of the and click Report Error. READ MORE Report the error To
read the instruction you need to click on the LINK VIEW to download the pdf file. If there is a SEE button, you can only look at the document online. For convenience, you can save this page with a manual file to your favorites list directly on the site (available to registered users). See instructions for similar
models: Matrix: 10 MPSSlot for micro SD memory card (up to 32GB) FlashInfigure micro USB built-in speaker and socket to attach to tripod color filter: normal, black and white, cuttlefish Three modes of operation: usual, 6 shots in 10 seconds, timer for 10 seconds Score: 0.00 (0 comments)Comments
from Polaroid Snap Touch buyers - elegant classics in a modern way. Capture the beauty of the world and enjoy the finished photo cards in a few seconds thanks to the function of instant printing. If the frame fails, the user will be able to save the image for editing or deleting it. To save photos, your device
has a slot under the microSD memory card. Three color scales will help the future owner diversify their photo-creation a little: you can make a normal color frame, in black and white or vintage with a cuttlefish filter. Instructions in Russian (user manual) included. Manufacturer Polaroid Color PinkProducer
Polaroid Model Polaroid Snap Touch Type Camera Techniques Matrix: 13 MP Diaphragm: 2.8 Focus distance: 3.4 mm slot Micro SD Memory Card (up to 128GB) LCD display with a diagonal 3.5 Video Shooting Skill (1920 x 1080) USB Connector Micro Three color filters: ordinary, black and white,
CuttlefishPower elements Non-removable battery features Print photos is carried out using zero ink technology Printed image : 3 x 2 (76 x 50 mm) Packaging size (DHSHV), cm15 x 5 x 16 cm, weight 0.5 kg Link to manufacturer PolaroidTrad website 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 21 21
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